
Personalised Backpacks to Go Anywhere with Your Logo!

Making corporate gifts that are useful outdoor allows your logo to be seen on the streets of

the city. But with some promotional products your brand can be known even beyond the

borders of your country. We are talking about personalised backpacks. Everyone uses these

accessories from an early age, and they are never out of fashion.

There are larger and smaller promotional rucksacks. They can be colourful or black,

customised for an audience of professionals or informal young people.O�ces can make their

own branded backpacks to distribute to the team at the beginning of the new year. Brands of

all kinds, on the other hand, can print custom backpacks with logo and o�er their corporate

gifts on special occasions. Or, they can sell them as unique products.

The promotional strength of personalised backpacks with name, logo or images is in the

wide range of action that they guarantee to your marketing campaign. As they can be used in

very di�erent contexts, by anyone and

anywhere, these personalised travel

corporate gifts are what it takes to

reach a varied and numerous audience.

The Thousand Bene�ts of

Giving Away Personalised

Backpacks

We start using the �rst rucksacks when

we go to school, but we never really

part from them. These accessories

rather prove to be very helpful even

when we grow up. And even more than

that, they become necessary in some

contexts. Just think about excursions or

trips, not to mention how useful they

are for getting to work. Personalised

backpacks are comfortable and

practical. Plus, they can contain

everything you need. Anyone will �nd out that the backpack is an extraordinary ally for their

daily activities and trips.

Giving away custom backpacks with logo and company name is a winning strategy for

several reasons. From practicality to aesthetic impact, our promotional rucksacks perfectly

succeed in promoting the brand. Timeless accessories, they communicate care and

professionalism. They are then perfect promotional products to give the company a reliable

and �ne image. Not to mention that they can be perfect to distribute to both the team and

customers. But let's explore why personalised backpacks always remain among the most

loved corporate gifts by everyone more in detail.

Custom Backpacks with Logo: the Healthy Choice That Conveys Care



One of the �rst points in favour of personalised backpacks lies in their function. Compared to

a bag or envelope, they are equipped with two straps that distribute the weight evenly over

the shoulders. Just put them on to say goodbye to back pain. For this reason, they are

excellent corporate gifts for health. They are not by chance so popular among children,

although they are increasingly achieving more success among adults as well.

Personalised backpacks succeed in restoring the idea of a company that is attentive to the

physical needs of its employees or customers. Any brand that o�ers them as corporate gifts or

promotional products will be impress itself in a more than positive way in the memory of its

customers. By doing so, it will also strengthen the relationship with the team substantially.

Showing care for the well-being of the recipient means establishing a relationship of trust and

respect. And this will have huge advantages on how your brand is perceived and, as a restul,

on how popular and appreciated it is. All this by just o�ering your custom backpacks with logo.

Personalised Backpacks for Everyone: Let Customers and Employees Wear Your Logo

The second bene�t of choosing promotional rucksacks is that these corporate gifts are

excellent both for the team and for your customers. If they are given to the team, they make

the work more comfortable. They are indeed a very useful accessory in o�ce life and not only.

Our branded backpacks are not by chance used by any worker. So, you just need to choose

the model that best suits the needs of your team and you will �nd the perfect corporate gifts

for your employees.

Used as gifts for employees

at the beginning of the year

or as a corporate reward,

these personalised backpacks

with the company's name

and logo will also stimulate all

employees to do their best

for the business. If

distributed to the whole

team, they will strengthen the

team spirit: imagine your

employees entering the o�ce

with the same branded

backpack on their shoulders!

But custom backpacks with

logo can be o�ered to

customers to get the most promotional bene�t, too. Some promotional rucksacks are perfect

for a large-scale promotion, being quite cheap. Others, on the other hand, are excellent to

o�er to professionals who must carry with them what is necessary for their activity, or to a

clientele that travels frequently. There are colorful models, bags to be customised at will,

lightweight and smaller versions or professional branded backpacks. The variety is

remarkable and suitable for any type of promotion and target.

Branded Backpacks to Go Anywhere and Promote the Company on a Large Scale



Many people use personalised backpacks and they belong to all age groups. This means that

any company can �nd a way to use its branded backpacks within its marketing campaign. This

is true for professional studios as well as restaurants, for universities as much as children's

recreation centres. And, in any case, any brand ca take advantage of the incredible

promotional e�ect of custom backpacks with logo.

Kids love accessories that make them feel unique and special, and personalised backpacks

with name are one of them. When they are grow up, they may prefer more sober or serious

prints. But the love for their backpacks does not change.

Adults, on the other hand �nd in branded backpacks incredible o�ce accessories that can

really change the way they live at work. They can also be cannot-do-without items during trips,

whether they are business or pleasure trips. Not to mention outings, picnics, family

adventures or trips with the long-time group of friends. On any occasion, your personalised

backpacks will take your logo around the country, the tourist resort or the conference room -

and they will do so even abroad! In short, you can really go everywhere with custom

backpacks with logo. And, every time, you will expose your brand to a wide, varied and

potentially interested audience.

Choose and Create the Perfect Custom Backpacks with Logo for Your

Company

All custom backpacks with logo and company or store name are incredibly functional. They

can contain more products and hold a greater weight, without causing any damage. Giving

away personalised backpacks with name or logo means o�ering useful, healthy, versatile and

comfortable corporate gifts. They make walking easier, both when moving around the city and

when travelling.

There are several models of

personalised backpacks. You

can choose the one that meets

your needs the most,

considering your promotional

intent, the nature of your

business, and your audience.

Whether it is your employees

or an audience of workers,

branded backpacks are what

it takes to o�er maximum

comfort in the hours you spend

at work. Professional and �ne-

looking, these promotional

rucksacks are designed to

facilitate all work-related activities, but not only. They are equipped with special features that

make them safe and functional promotional products. These include:

Branded laptop backpacks: these corporate gifts represent the o�ce rucksack par

excellence. For the administrative section of your business or for the normal activity of

https://www.higift.eu/bags-travel/backpacks/custom-pc-backpacks


your o�ce, laptop backpacks can be a real breakthrough. The internal laptop pocket

allows your employees to carry their stu� with them at all times, protecting it from

bumps and scratches. A true guarantee of safety for the most important accessory for

o�ce work! However, backpacks are an excellent choice for a professional clientele,

young high-tech lovers and university students as well;

Branded anti-theft backpacks: this model represents the number one backpack in terms

of safety. The pocket on the back allows anyone to store the most important accessories,

such as their mobile phone or badges. Such personalised backpacks are perfect as a gift

for employees, collaborators or customers who travel often for work and have to carry

their belongings with the utmost security. However, they can be used by anyone who is

often on the road, too. 

Personalised Backpacks for Leisure

Business before pleasure - the saying goes. And now it is time to think of our promotional

rucksacks as corporate gifts for our free time! We have already mentioned how all

personalised backpacks are incredibly useful on the go. But there are many other situations

that bene�t from the creation of your own custom backpack with logo:

If your target loves mountain hiking, branded sports backpacks are the best choice.

Designed for sports activities, they are usually equipped with external pockets in which

to store water bottles and other useful accessories to keep on hand. They often have

padded parts. Thanks to these extras, everyone can wear them for several hours in full

comfort;

In the case of a nature-loving audience, nothing is better than personalised picnic

backpacks. These models often have thermal compartments and spaces to store cutlery

and crockery. They allow you to have outdoor picnics with the comfort of home dining!

These promotional rucksacks are perfect for anyone. Moreover, they will carry your logo

around even in the park;

If you are looking for high-quality promotional products for a varied audience, you will

�nd a great option in custom cooler backpacks. These versions keep the temperature of

the food and beverages inside unaltered. They are valuable allies of outdoor excursions

and picnics;

If your target cares a lot about the environment, our custom sustainable backpacks will

be perfect corporate gifts.Also because these promotional backpacks are suitable for all

uses.

If the most important value for your business is practicality and you like a casual look,

our custom drawstring bags will certainly amaze you. Lightweight and comfortable, they

are useful for walks in the city, undemanding outings or for going to the gym with few

practical accessories.

Mini Versions: Promotional Rucksacks and Children's Personalised Backpacks

If you are looking for promotional rucksacks for your leisure centre, for your sports team or

your summer camp, our assortment has the right gift ideas for you. We are talking about our

childrens' personalised backpacks. These versions are designed for kids, as they are little and

can be customised in a funny way. You will �nd rucksacks as much as colouring bags, on which

your children will be able to draw anything they like.

https://www.higift.eu/bags-travel/backpacks/printed-anti-door-backpacks
https://www.higift.eu/bags-travel/backpacks/branded-sport-backpacks
https://www.higift.eu/bags-travel/backpacks/custom-picnic-backpacks
https://www.higift.eu/bags-travel/backpacks/custom-picnic-backpacks
https://www.higift.eu/bags-travel/backpacks/printed-cooler-backpacks
https://www.higift.eu/bags-travel/backpacks/custom-sustainable-backpacks
https://www.higift.eu/bags-travel/backpacks/promotional-drawstring-bags
https://www.higift.eu/bags-travel/backpacks/promotional-kids-backpacks


On the other hand,

personalised rucksacks  are

the ideal choice for simple

errands and for a short trip in

the city. They are perfect for

travelling as well, being highly

lightweight. Many models

stand out for their style. They

turn out to be particularly �t

for a fashion-loving female

audience, as they combine

elegance and practicality. You

will see classic versions as well,

which can be used in various

contexts. They are perfect to

always carry the company logo

around.

Thanks to the variety of items and the versatility of all custom backpacks with logo, these

promotional products perform their function at best. Being popular and original at the same

time, branded backpacks can be personalised in a thousand ways. You can also often also add

writing or images to give even more value to your corporate identity. For this reason, custom

backpacks with logo are excellent communication tools. As such, they bring those who receive

your corporate gifts closer to the company. Easy to carry everywhere, your personalised

backpacks will travel around the world - and your logo will follow them seizing the attention

of everyone!

https://www.higift.eu/bags-travel/backpacks/custom-backpacks

